In the paper we propose a new method to integrate the predictions of multiple classifiers for Data Mining and Machine Learning tasks. The method assumes that each classifier stands in it's own context, and the contexts are partially ordered. The order is defined by monotonous quality function that maps each context to the value from the interval [0, 1j. The classifier that has the context with better quality is supposed to predict better than the classifier from worse quality. The objective is to generate the opinion of 'virtual' classifier that stands in the context with quality equal to 1 . This virtual classifier must have the best accuracy of predictions due to the best context. To do this we build the regression where each prediction is put with the weight, equal to quality evaluation of the context of the correspondent classifier. This regression will give us the best opinion in the point 1. Some experiments on the vowel recognition tasks showed validity of the approach.
INTRODUCTION
Data Mining or knowledge discovery is the process of finding previously unknown and potentially interesting patterns and relations in large databases4. These patterns are usually extracted with ensembles of different algorithms, each of which works in some part of the database. Numerous algorithms are developed to select these parts, and huge research was done to develop the best selection (sampling) algoritlun or the method able to find the best selection algorithm. Widely used relational databases have two dimensions, dimension of features (database fields) and dimension of examples (database records) that form two dimensions of selection.
While classification method is hardly programmed into the classifier, the selected data sample that is available for the classifier forms the context in which it works. Figure 1 gives an illustration of this fact. As presented in the figure the database is divided into n databases with some selection procedure(s). These n databases give input data and form the context for n classification algorithms that produce opinions combined later with special algoritlun for combining predictions. Main idea of this point of view is to emphasize that fact that the classifier does not receive the records from the database as input, it proceeds the output of correspondent selection procedure instead.
Two dimensions of context occur from this point: context of features and context of examples. Feature selection procedures decrease the number of input features to prevent the classifier from overloading, but introduce possible distortions in the relations stored in the data. Usual objective of this step is to filter the features, irrelevant to the classifier. Context of examples is introduced by instance selection algorithms, targeted to filter irrelevant examples from the database.
In Sensor Fusion: Architectures, Algorithms, and Applications IV, Belur V. Dasarathy, In section 3 we survey the research done in these two fields from the view of extrapolated context, presented in section 2.
This overview is contiiiued by the experiment on vowel recognition task that illustrates the behavior of proposed aggregation scheme for a particular learning scheme. We finish with some discussions and conclusions.
2.
ASSUMPTION OF EXTRAPOLATED CONTEXT
Let us denote the context made for classification algorithm A with correspondent selection algorithms (both feature and instance selection) with C . Thus, n classification algorithms will have n potentially different contexts. Let us denote the prediction made by the i-th algorithm A1 with F . We assume that there exists monotone quality evaluation function Q able to evaluate the context of the classifier or to map the context into a number from the interval [0, 1}: Q: C1-+ [0,1].
In the paper we assume that if one will put the predictions of the classifiers in the order according to the quality of their contexts then there exists a trend among these predictions.
This assumption leads to the main idea of the paper:
Jfthe classifIers in their contextsform a trend oftheir (possibly incorrect) opinions then virtual classifIer in ideal context wi/produce the correct (or best possible) opinion.
We name this assumption as the notion of extrapolated context. It means that each classifier has some restrictions on its opinions due to the context of input data and distortions made by selection algorithms that select a part of the database presented to the classifier. Moreover, the whole database contains distortions made by external selection algorithms that select the examples from the world. These external selection algorith.ms are not under control of learning system, but the classifier has to overcome the distortions made by them.
The notion of extrapolated context is illustrated in Figure 2 . In the figure few homogeneous classifiers C1 till C4 are presented, each of which works in its own context C . Each context is evaluated with the quality function Q that assigned the values Q1 -Q4 for the correspondent contexts. Quality evaluations are marked over the horizontal axis in the figure. Maximal possible quality = 1 corresponds to virtual best context. This context is not presented among real contexts of the classifiers, it even can be absent in the whole database.
Opinions P of the classifiers are shown on the vertical axis in the figure. When the classifiers are ordered according to the quality values for corresponding contexts then the predictions are assumed to have a trend, that is presented in the figure with bold line. According to this trend the virtual classifier in the context of the best quality will have the opinion p *, very close to the real opinion and marked in the Figure 2 with the black circle.
This method generalizes locally weighted regression, well-known method for opinion integration for machine learning and Data Mining. Locally weighted regression assumes that the quality of example is the distance from it to the target concept and does not investigate it explicitly. The kernel idea of ordering according to some quality evaluation makes the proposed The method is sensitive to the way of selection of the quality evaluation function. As it was mentioned above locally weighted regression used distance function for quality evaluation. This has some background, because the examples that are nearest to the target example can be considered as located in 'better' context to it. Thus, the quality function must contain the distance in it.
From the other case we can found that a set of nearest examples has high deviation of classes, and another set, that is a bit aside, has much less deviation of classes of the examples. Second set must have better quality. In the marginal case zero deviation will form the best quality. For this we can assume that quality evaluation function must depend on the deviation of the classes of examples. Higher deviation leads to lower quality.
Information theory gives us natural hint for quality evaluation. Information I about the class containing in the set of examples is defined as the following: 
Context of Relevant Features
The first formal definition of context for Data Mining is presented in7 and was made in terms of contextual, contextsensitive, predictive and irrelevant features. The definition marks the feature as relevant ii it influences the prediction even being considered alone, without any other feature. Context-sensitive feature become predictive only when being considered together with some other feature, called contextual. Irrelevant features are not relevant independently from their context. These definitions evaluate the features with the probability that the feature will change the prediction of the classifier, and are important as the basic definition of context of features.
The problem of context-sensitive feature selection is still in the focus of international research3 .The excellent survey of feature selection methods2 covers 3 1 feature selection methods, classified by five evaluation measures for feature selection quality and two strategies for finding optimal feature subset, called generalization measures. Most of the methods use various heuristics to guide the search of relevant features.
These heuristics are widely used in practical feature selection methods and lead to subjective selection of the sets of relevant features by each algorithm. Different feature selection algorithms, or even the same algorithm in some cases, can give different sets of features, considered as relevant. And these different sets will force correspondent classification algorithms to work in different context, defined by relevant features.
Feature selection algorithm usually iteratively generates sets of relevant features and evaluates the 'quality' of these sets with a heuristic quality evaluation function. Four basic steps in a typical feature selection method are defined in2:
1 .
a generation procedure to generate the next candidate feature subset;
2. an evaluation function to evaluate the subset under examination;
3 . a stopping criterion to decide whether to stop; and 4. a validation procedure to check whether the subset is valid.
These steps allow making the following conclusions:
1. generation procedure is usually heuristic, because exhaustive search of feature subsets is computationally very difficult and prohibited: different feature selection algorithm, and even the same algorithm will generate different subsets;
2. evaluation function and validation procedure are always heuristic and different evaluation function will select different subsets;
Actually, some classification algorithms try to reduce the number of considered features themselves. For example, C4.5 algorithm does not include into decision tree the test on the attributes that provide low information gain about the target concept, and do not consider them in the future classification. C4.5 uses information measure and directly evaluates the quality of each subset of examples.
In the Nearest Neighbor family of classifiers the context of features is presented with the distance measure. the function which calculated the distance between examples in the space of their features. Classical Euclidean metric gives equal weight to every dimension of the space. But the distance along more important dimension (which presents more relevant feature) must influence on the distance more than the distance along less relevant dimension (or feature). This problem is extensively discussed in8, where new heterogeneous distance functions are introduced: Heterogeneous, Interpolated and Windowed. AUribute values are divided into ranges and then interpolated in these functions. Authors state the problem of selecting these ranges as an open question. Present research is strongly connected with8 and proposes a look on this problem from the area of contexts. During our experiments we met the similar problems of understanding the bounds of context. And, possibly, the proposed notion of extrapolated context will improve the area of distance functions, too.
3.2.
Context of Relevant Examples
The Early research in this area assumed that one wide context, presented with great number examples stored in the memory of the classifier, will improve the classification. But6 investigates ensemble of classifiers, each of which stands in a very narrow context, as narrow as possible: only one example per class. These ensembles work faster than classifiers in wide context and outperform the latter. In contextual terms this result sounds as follows:
It is better to use several Nearest Neighbor classifiers andput them into a narrow context ofexamples, than to use single Nearest Neighbor classifier in a wide context of examples.
Important piece of research is done in5. The approach uses batch learner C4.5 and performs contextual clustering to identify pieces of the database with stable contexts. Then the learner processes these pieces with stable context. The method for contextual clustering performs contextual instance selection for the learner. This approach was successfully tested on a complex control task. 4 .
EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter we perform some experiments to show how expanding context of features can improve accuracy results versus standard opinion aggregation methods. We used Vowel data set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository of Databases. This data set presents information about similar vowel sounds pronounced by different people. Seven speakers train the classifier and the other seven are used to test the classifier. The sounds are presented with 10 continuos features, and two discrete features that describe the speaker. These features are speaker number varying from 1 to 14, and speaker gender male or female. Each speaker pronounces the sequence of 1 1 vowels six times, producing 66 examples to the dataset.
Experimental results are presented in Table 1 . Each row in the table corresponds to each of the seven test speakers. listed in the first column. Accuracy of the algorithm over five contexts 011 prediction of the classes of each speaker is presented in the next five columns, marked as C'1-C5.
For each test example we divided the pre-stored training examples into five expanding contexts of increasing width. We used Euclidean distance measure to evaluate context width, and the width grows linearly. Let us assume that all the features are normalized and maximal possible normalized feature value is equal to Vm . Standard normalization scheme assumes that the normalized feature values are fit the interval [0,1], hence Vm 1.
The first narrowest context marked as Cl in the table and consists of the neighbors, for which the distance between the target example and the neighbor is less than half of the maximal normalized attribute value. That is, Cl is made from training examples whose distance to the target example is less than -4 vm.. It is not possible to receive good accuracy with simple coefficient of distance growth (as 1/2), we met the problems similar to mentioned above in8. Thus, we used heuristic coefficient assignment and assign the coefficient that niaximizes accuracy.
For the experiments we use Nearest Neighbor classifier, that stores all 7*66 examples produced by Speaker 1 -Speaker 7.
To classify the target example the classifier performs weighted voting among all of pre-stored training examples. The weight assigned to each training example is equal to the distance from the example to the target. That is. the nearest examples have much stronger influence on the resulting opinion than far examples.
The accuracy of the classifiers from the contexts is presented in Table 1 in the colunms marked Cl, C2, C3, C4, and C5. Each cell in these columns corresponds to the accuracy of the classifier from the context when predicting vowels spoken by the correspondent speaker.
The nu.rnber of examples from each context determines context's size, average size for each context is presented in the bottom row in the table. Figure 3 illustrates the last two rows of Table 1 , and shows the plots of accuracy and context size against context number. We see that lineal grow of context number causes approximately linear growth of context size for Vowel dataset as presented in Figure 3 . The same thne accuracy of the classifier falls if context number is growing.
It is clear from the Let us assume that there is a trend in opinions of the classifiers build on the contexts over quality evaluations for the contexts. We used a heuristic quality evaluation function Q,based on the average size of the context. Quality of Cl is 0.05 (ratio Quality/Context size is = 140 ), quality of C2 is 0.2 (ratio is 300), quality for C3, C4 and C5 are 2.5, 4 and 5 respectively (ratio is. 50). The quality for the target virtual context for our virtual best classifier is equal to zero.
The trend estimated from all five contexts is presented in the Table in the 'Trend' column. To make extrapolated opinion we build linear regression of predictions from five contexts with the weights equal to quality evaluations of the contexts.
The predicted opinion for zero-valued context is assigned as the extrapolated opinion of virtual classifier. Generally, it performs better than simple voting with average accuracy 35.6% versus 28.4%. This result is statistically significant.
We also tried another, more sophisticated extrapolation scheme. We extrapolated opinions of the contexts C 1-C3, C1-C4 and C1-C5. Extrapolation was done in the same way as in the previous paragraph, but only few contexts participated in it (3, 4, and 5 correspondingly). This produces three extrapolated opinions that are combined with simple voting. The results are presented in the '3 Trends' column of the Table and show that this scheme performs slightly worse than one trend (33 .4% versus 35.6%), but this result is not statistically significant. 
CONCLUSIONS
In the paper we focus on the fact that each learning algorithm in a Data Mining system works in the context of input examples selected from the whole database with data preprocessing algorithms: features selection and instance selection algorithms. Each of them forms one dimension of context for the learner: first one fonns context of features. the second makes context of examples. Then we make emphasis on the problem of evaluating of contexts and survey the existing approaches.
The kernel notion of the paper is the notion of expanding context. The idea of this notion is: if the classifiers in their contexts form a trend of their possibly incorrect opinions over context quality then some virtual classifier in best possible context will give the correct prediction.
For vowel recognition task our idea of expanding contexts or examples works better than voting. The paper opens important question: How to evaluate quality of the context? We give only suggestions for this, but development of precise evaluation scheme is still in the future.
